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FINDINGS

. I (we) agree with the findings numbered:

I (we) disagree wholly or partially with the findings numbered Fl, F2, F3
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Recommendationsnumbered-requirefurtheranalysis.
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reviewed, including the governing body of the public agençy when
applicable, This timeframe shall not exceed six months from the date of
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Jack Nixon, Foreperson
Marin County Civil Grand JurY
3501 Civic Center Drive, Room 275
San Rafael, CA 94903

Re: Response to Civil Grand Jury Report'. The Need for Labor Negotiation

Transparency - Part ll

Dear Mr. Nixon:

The North Marin Water District commends the Marin County Civil Grand Jury

for its time and effort in promoting responsible and transparent labor negotiations

within public agencies. NMWD has traditionally followed many of _the labor

negotiaiion praciices recommended by the Grand Jury. The District Board has

rfr,üryr been keenly involved in the labor negotiation process - as they have in all

,tp"ttr of District óperations. Those familiar with the District know that the Board's

attention to fiscal responsibility borders on the legendary. North Marin Water District

¡s not your typical government agency. The District is a small straight-fonruard

operatión and"has no-union. Detailed fiscal analysis of negotiated changes in hours,

*"g"r and working conditions has always bee-n. carefully reviewed before being

apfiroveO by the Boãrd. Actuarial analysis of the full cost of retiree benefits has been

an'integral þart of the labor negotiation process. ln 1998.the Board began using an

indepeñdeni labor negotiator. Íhe Board follows a collaborative approach to labor

negotiations, which we believe best serves the communities that We Serve'

Accordingly, following are the District's responses to the findings and

recommendations in the relerenced report that NMWD was invited to respond to'

F1 The residents of Marin county pay taxes to support decisions made by the

Board of Directors of Special bistricts; however these residents have minimal

opportunity to provide input into labor negotiations.

North Marin water District customers do not pay taxes to the District.

lndividual customers receiving water service pay a charge based primarily

upon the volume of water consumed. District directors are elected at large

by all registered voters residing within NMWD's service territory. NMWD

nôl¿s señr¡-monthly public meeiings wherein the general public is invited

to attend, and all in attendance are invited to provide input on any subject
relevant to the purview of the District, including labor negotiations.

F2. The COIN process can be implemented without affecting the manner in which

tentative agreements are negotiated but which nevertheless will ensure public

awareness of the terms and ðost of those agreements in advance of their being

adopted.

NMWD believes that the COIN process would prolong the labor negotiation
process and significantly increase the labor negotiation cost. Experienced
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labor negot¡ators understand that the negotiation process involves much
back and forth, give and take, empathizing with each party's goals,
probing and bra¡nstorm¡ng for creative alternatives. Proposals are put
forth, modified (often modified multiple times), rejected, reconsidered in
light of movement on another item of negotiation, and sometimes agreed
to in concept subject to agreement in another area, until finally a tentative
agreement is reached on a particular item of concern. The negotiators then
move on to the next item being proposed and the process repeats itself. ln
the past, NMWD has sometimes used an independent lead negotiator, and
sometimes not, as the Board deemed appropriate. NMWD employees do
not belong to a formal labor union, but represent themselves in a

collaborative approach to negotiations. The District has even
experimented with using a professional labor mediator to represent both
the Board and employees. Use of an independent lead negotiator adds to
the cost of the labor agreement. NMWD has never used an independent
auditor to calculate the fiscal impact of each proposal and counter-
proposal put forth by employees or the Board, but instead calculates
those fiscal impacts with its own non-represented professional financial
staff. Use of an independent auditor to calculate the fiscal impact of each
proposal introduced, considered or rejected, then posting that fiscal
impact to the District's website, would certainly slow down the process, as
typically most items proposed are rejected. Calculating and posting the
fiscal impacts of rejected proposals would only serve to confuse the fiscal
impact of the agreement ultimately reached, rather than clarify it. The
public deserves to know the cost of a proposed labor agreement. lt seems
counterproductive to provide the fiscal impact of proposals that are
irrelevant to the agreement proposed for adoption.

F3. The COIN process mandates transparency in government decision-making,
allowing residents to be informed and to participate in public discussion of how
their tax dollars are spent.

NMWD agrees that placing the final tentative labor agreement on two
consecutive public meeting agendas, along with a detailed fiscal analysis
of the proposed agreement, would allow more time for customers to
become informed and to provide thoughtful input into the discussion of
how their water service charges are spent.

R'1. The Special Districts listed as Respondents adopt and implement a COIN
ordinance prior to June 1 , 2016, or prior to the next round of negotiations,
whichever comes earlier.

NMWD is aware that the COIN process is undergoing legal challenge. Once
the legal challenges are resolved, the parameters of a legally defensible
policy will be clarified. Once clarified, the Board agrees to consider a
resolution adopting and implementing a policy of Civic Openness in Labor
Gontract Negotiations prior to its next round of negotiations, which is
scheduled to occur in 2018.
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R2. The Special Districts listed as Respondents adopt and implement a COIN
ordinance which includes, but is not limited to the following:

1. Hire an independent, experienced Lead Negotiator to negotiate all labor
agreements.

The Board agrees to utilize an independent Lead Negotiator to negotiate
labor agreements when it deems appropriate.

2. Hire an independent auditor to determine the fiscal impact of each provision
in the current contract, and make this analysis available for public review,

The Board agrees to hire an independent auditor to determine the fiscal
impact of each provision of the tentative labor agreement when
circumstances indicate it appropriate.

3. Make public each proposal, after it is accepted or rejected by either Party,
and publicly verify the costs of that accepted or rejected proposal by an
independent auditor.

The Board agrees to make public the tentative labor agreement and the
projected cost of each component of said agreement.

4. Make public seven days prior to a Board or Council meeting the negotiated
tentative agreement and the fiscal analysis thereof, which are to be
independently verified,

The Board agrees to make public seven days prior to a Board meeting
the negotiated tentative agreement and the fiscal analysis thereof.

5. After seven days, place the final tentative agreement on the following two
consecutive Employer's public meeting agendas: the first meeting is for
discussion of the tentative agreement; the second meeting is for a vote by the
Employer to approve or disapprove the tentative agreement.

The Board agrees to place the final tentative agreement on two
consecutive public meeting agendas: the first meeting to discuss the
tentative agreement, and the second meeting to consider a vote by the
Board to approve, disapprove or table the tentative agreement for
further study and/or analysis.

Sin y,
G

Chris D
General Manag

c: The Honorable Judge Faye D'Opal, Marin County Superior Court
Steve Kinsey, Supervisor, Marin County Board of Supervisors
Judy Arnold, Supervisor, Marin County Board of Supervisors
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